Abstract—High post-placement congestion in complex ASICs and microprocessors may pose severe constraints on the wiring resources, thereby causing wireability, timing and noise problems. Linear wirelength-based mincut partitioning algorithms have some built-in advantages for reducing congestion. We present a mathematical model of congestion and experimentally investigate various congestion mitigation techniques used in conjunction with linear wirelength-based placement. The experimental results validate our congestion model. Our placement tool, CPlace™, is a clustering-based mincut partitioner that optimizes a linear wirelength objective.

I INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the importance of various techniques for minimizing congestion during placement of ASICs, built using deep submicron technology. As is well known [1, 4], the minimization of congestion during placement is of prime importance in trying to (a) satisfy timing constraints, (b) meet noise-related design requirements, and (c) achieve wireability after placement.

II CONGESTION
A Modeling of congestion
Congestion can be modeled using the concepts of wiring demand and wiring supply.

The wiring demand in a region of a chip or a macrocell is a function of (a) the number of pins in that region; (b) blockage due to circuits belonging to that region; (c) connection between pins in that region; (d) connection between pins outside the region to those inside; and (e) connections that pass through the region without touching any pin in that region.

We define the wiring demand $D_w(S)$ of a wiring layer $w_i$ in a region $S$ of a chip or a macrocell as the minimum number of tracks of $w_i$ needed to bring signals into and out of all the circuits present in $S$.

Suppose the circuits present in region $S$ are labeled 1 through $C_S$. Since one wiring track on wiring layer $w_i$ is needed for every pin belonging to $w_i$ in each of the circuits, $D_w$ is obtained by summing the wiring demand for pins with the following types of wiring demands: (a) the utilization of the wiring resources due to circuits, assuming the absence of any nets, (b) the utilization, over all nets, of wire segments in $S$ of a net $j$ with all or some pins in $S$, and (c) the utilization, over all nets, of wire segments in $S$ of a net $j$ that runs through $S$ but has no pin inside $S$.

Expressed mathematically:

$$D_w(S) = \sum_{j=1}^{C_S} U_w(S,j) + \sum_{j=1}^{C_S} \sum_{k=1}^{P_i} F(j,k) L_{w_i}(S,j,k) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} H(S,j) M_{w_i}(S,j)$$

In the above equation, $U_w(S,j)$ denotes the number of tracks of layer $w_i$ utilized by the circuit $j$ in $S$; $P_i$ denotes the number of external pins of circuit $j$; $F(j,k) = 1$ iff pin $k$ of circuit $j$ belongs to wiring layer $w_i$, otherwise $F(j,k) = 0$; $L_{w_i}(S,j,k)$ denotes the number of tracks of layer $w_i$ utilized by wire segments connecting to pin $k$ of circuit $j$ in region $S$; $N$ represents the total number of nets; $H(S,j) = 1$ iff net $j$ satisfies condition (c) above, and $H(S,j) = 0$ otherwise; $M_{w_i}(S,j)$ denotes the number of tracks of $w_i$ utilized by wire segments of net $j$ in region $S$.

We define the wiring supply $R_{w_i}(S)$ of a wiring layer $w_i$ in a region $S$ of a chip or a macrocell as the total number of wiring tracks of $w_i$ present in $S$. This total wiring resource in a region is a constant, unaffected by movement of circuits into or out of the region.

Expressed mathematically:

$$R_{w_i}(S) = T_{w_i}(S)$$

In the above equation, $T_{w_i}(S)$ denotes the total number of tracks of wiring layer $w_i$ in region $S$. Congestion of a layer $w_i$ in $S$ is given by the fraction $D_{w_i}(S)/R_{w_i}(S)$, and can be expressed as a percentage.

B Congestion mitigation techniques used in placement
Congestion-driven placement and congestion-aware wiring have been investigated by various researchers [1, 2, 3]. In this work, a clustering-based mincut partitioning tool, CPlace, that tries to minimize the linear wirelength is used. It is observed that a linear wirelength objective captures congestion more effectively [4] than a quadratic wirelength objective. The main problem with a quadratic wirelength objective is that it tries to minimize the lengths of long wires at the expense of short ones. This is illustrated by a simple example: suppose two wires are of lengths $l_1$ and $l_2$, where $l_1 < l_2$. Then $(l_2 - x)^2 + l_1^2 = (l_1 - x)^2 + l_2^2$, where $x$ is the amount by which either of the wires is shrunk. Therefore, to a quadratic algorithm, there is a better payoff in shortening a long wire by an amount $x$ as compared to shortening a short wire by the same amount. This type of behavior would cause a strongly connected cluster to be spread out, thereby causing congestion and wiring difficulties for the router. Three congestion mitigation techniques that can be used with CPlace are as follows:
1. Global placement using linear mincut partitioning (Global): In this approach, the linear wirelength objective is used together with a clustering-based mincut partitioning algorithm. This generates a legal placement (i.e. without overlaps).

2. Global placement as in (1) above, together with spread factor (Global+SF): In this technique, a constraint is imposed on the number of circuits that can be mapped to each region during global placement, so as to allow adequate wiring supply to each region.

3. Global placement as in (1) above, followed by detailed placement (Global+Detailed): Detailed placement after the global phase is the iterative improvement phase that repeats circuit movements such as module swaps and module insertions to reduce the wirelengths, thereby improving wireability.

### III Experiments

The three techniques have been benchmarked using several testcases. Each testcase denotes either a full chip (ASIC) or a macrocell within an ASIC, containing a mix of large and small leafcells, macrocells, and random-logic blocks. All these testcases represent actual chip designs in various stages of progress within IBM. Most of our testcases have high percentage utilization due to circuits and are thus good candidates for studying congestion mitigation techniques. Results for two sample testcases are shown in Table I. Test1 consists of 31359 circuits and 32402 nets, with 77% utilization. Test2 consists of 110969 cells and 109539 nets, with 65% utilization.

The goal of a congestion mitigation technique is to ensure that the wiring supply meets the wiring demand across all regions in the layout. Per Equation (2), wiring supply is a constant. With regard to the three components of the wiring demand (denoted as (a), (b), and (c) in Section 2.1), mapping fewer circuits per region (Global+SF) could cause an overall increase in the wiring demand by decreasing (a) and increasing (b) and (c). In Global+Detailed, in order to decrease the wirelength, the detailed placement minimally perturbs the global placement and usually moves circuits around within local regions. Therefore, it could only cause a small increase in (a), but a significant reduction of (b) and (c). This has the effect of causing an overall reduction in wiring demand, thereby lowering the congestion.

### IV Conclusion

Our mathematical modeling and experimental results lead us to conclude that global followed by detailed placement consistently produces very promising results in mitigating congestion. We are presently investigating ways to achieve accurate and realistic technology-dependent congestion modeling; and use congestion mitigation techniques to meet design constraints (timing, wireability, noise etc.) at various stages of chip design.  
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